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What is Spotlight Strings?
Spotlight Strings is a SOLO STRING library
comprised of 4 soloists per section and an
optional "Ripieno"* backup section.
So it's 4 solo string libraries in 1, and THEN
some!
-4 solo violins
-4 solo violas
-4 solo cellos
-2 solo basses
-Ripieno (Italian for stuffing or padding - refers
to the bulk of instrumental parts of a musical
ensemble who do not play as soloists, especially
in Baroque music. These are the players who
would play in sections marked tutti, as opposed
to soloist sections. It is most commonly used in
reference to instrumental music,)
-5GB

How do the solos in Spotlight Strings differ from your other Solo Strings Libraries?
Firstly, there is the recording of the samples. Spotlight Strings' solo samples were recorded using the X/Y stereo setup. IMO, the sound is very natural. Because the X/Y stereo setup
pretty much requires a bit of distance, I recorded the instruments from about 7-10 feet away in distance. This required a bit of trial and error. Too close, and the sound was "tubby". Too
far, and it got too thin. At the end of the day, the sound, compared to my other solo string libraries, is more full, has more presence, and will sit better in a mix.
But the BIG difference is how you can control the vibrato. Seriously, this is the biggie. You have full control over vibrato intensity, vibrato speed, and vibrato fade-in time. Any of these
parameters can be controlled via velocity, MIDI CC or static settings. It's up to you - the user. And since there are so many different tastes, I put in 8 "factory" presets, and added 5
presets that the user can create. So now you're not limited to a certain style. You can do any style ranging from "Gypsy", Celtic, Bluegrass, Classical, Modern, and just about anything.
And then of course, you get FOUR soloists in this library.
CHART COMPARING KIRK HUNTER SOLO STRINGS LIBRARIES:
Spotlight Solo Strings

Solo Strings 2

Solo Strings 1

Control Vibrato Intensity, Speed, Fade-in-Time

X

-

-

Number of Solos

4 violin, 4 vioila, 4 cello, 2 bass

2 violin, 2 viola, 2 cello, 1 bass

1 violin, 1 vioila, 2 cellos, 1 bass

Stereo Samples

X

-

-

Built-in and User-Defined Presets

X

-

-

Additional Programming When More Than 1 Player is Performing*

X

-

-

Includes Full String Orchestra

X

-

-

Connect Bow

X

-

-

Slur

X

-

-

Portamento

X

X

X

Jamboree

X

-

-

Left Hand Pos. Shift

X

-

-

Variable Staccato

X

-

-
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Legato Programming

X

X

-

TruLegato Programming

X

-

-

Keyswitcfhing

X

X

X

purge/reload

X

X

-

Sordini

X

X

-

RapidFire

X

-

-

*Additional Programming When More Than 1 Player is Performing
If you have more than 1 solist performing in an instruments, they will automatically "blend" just as real string players would do, so as to make a more "unified" and musical experience.
And how does the "Ripieno" section differ from Concert Strings 2?
I put some of the samples of Concert Strings 2 into the templates of Spotlight Strings solos. Immediately, I noticed that the playability was greatly enhanced. This was because I
created very detailed flex envelopes that manipulated parts of the sound without dealing with typical "ADSR" envelopes. For those of you who don't know, ADSR envelopes suffer a lot
when you start adding attack time, etc. That's because when you do so, you invariably delay the time of the initial attack of the sound...which can really muck things up. However, if you
instead use Kontakt's flex envelopes and then create a lot of "breakpoints", you can manipulate things with a lot more realism. Therefore, I believe I have achieved a very high degree
of playability for the library. For example, you can get all kinds of realistic sounding passages such as fast runs, bowed runs, etc.
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Articulations
Choose your articulations by either clicking the small button to the left of the articulation name, or by using a keyswitch of your choice.
Legato - Smooth separated bowing, strength of attack is velocity-sensitive. Therefore, the lighter you play, the smoother the attack of the bow will be. The harder you play, the more
pronounced or "marcato" the attack of the bow will be.
Detaché - While also velocity-sensitive like "Legato" above, this articulation has more pronounced bow attack.
Marcato - This is the same as "Detaché, but it is not velocity-sensitive. All bow attacks will be pronounced with a "marcato" sound.
Tremolo - Like Bowed Legato, the tremolo articulation is velocity-sensitive.
Pizzicato - The players pluck the string. If you have chosen more than one player (duet, trio or quartet), each player's timing is slightly randomized so as to give you a very realistic
performance.
Spiccato - The players play a very short note by bouncing the bow on the string. If you have chosen more than one player (duet, trio or quartet), each player's timing is slightly
randomized so as to give you a very realistic performance.
Trills (Half or Whole) - Trills require you to use the key signature slider. If you want the half step or whole step trill to be automatically assigned, then make sure you have chosen a key
with the key signature slider. If you wish to choose half step or whole step trills freely, then choose "No Key" by sliding the key signature slider all the way to the left. Below the trills, you
will notice "CC For Trill Speed" followed by a "1" along side of it. All of the soloist's trill speed can be changed via CC (not the Ripieno). In the example above, CC 1 (modwheel) has
been chosen. To change this, simply click where you see the "1" and a menu will pop up enabling you to choose your own CC. DO NOT USE CC 33, 34, 35, 36, or 37!
Like Bowed Legato, the trills are velocity-sensitive.
Bow-Change Space - If you choose "Detache" or "Marcato" articulations, you will see a "Bow-Change Space" slider appear. Selecting higher values will create more space between
bow changes for a more "detache" or separated sound. Lower values will connect the bow changes for a more fluid sound.
You can modify Legato, Detaché, Marcato, Tremolo and Trills 3 different ways using "Slur on Overlap", "Connect Bowing" or "Staccato" from the Playing Style options.
It may not be visible in all of the graphic examples in this tutorial, but depending on your selection, a graphic musical representation will be displayed every time you change articulation
or playing style. They will appear as follows:
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Marcato

Tremolo

Trill
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Bowed Legato

Legato, Detaché Marcato

Pizzicato

Tremolo

Trill

Legato, Detaché

Playing Style Slur, Connect
Bowing

Playing Style Slur, Connect
Bowing

Playing Style Slur, Connect
Bowing

Playing Style Playing Style Playing Style Playing Style Playing Style Connect Bowing Connect Bowing Connect Bowing Connect Bowing None

Playing Style None

Playing Style None

Tremolo

Trill

Legato, Detaché Spiccato

Tremolo

Trill

Legato, Detaché Tremolo

Trill

Playing Style Slur

Playing Style Slur

Playing Style Slur

Playing Style Staccato

Playing Style Staccato

Playing Style Staccato

Playing Style None

Playing Style None

Playing Style None
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Dynamics
Velocity Sensitivity - Choose the level of velocity sensitivity for volume.
MIDI CC - Choose the MIDI CC you want to use for controllling volume.
CC Sensitivity - Choose the level of MIDI CC sensitivity for volume.
Reverb - Set the amount of reverb.
Room Size - Set the room size for reverb.
Volume knobs - At the lower-left of the interface, you will notice 4 volume knobs. These control the volume of each of the 4 soloists from left to right.
Pan knobs - At the lower-right of the interface, you will notice 4 panning knobs. These control the pan of each of the 4 soloists from left to right.
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Features
Keyswitching - The keyswitching feature in Spotlight Strings is very flexible. Any "keyswitch-able" articulation, playing style or feature can be assigned to any available key you want.
And you won't have to keep track of what key is assigned to what articulation, etc. So when you go to assign something to a key, Spotlight Strings "remembers" your previous
assignments, and only provides unused keys that have not yet been assigned.
To assign a key, just click on the displayed key that has already been assigned. A flashing light will appear over the current assignment. Then click that flashing light. A menu will
appear revealing available keys that you can use for your assignment.
Sordini - Mutes on or mutes off. When you select this feature, the effect will not take place until the currently-playing voices have gone silent. So if you wanted to, you could turn the
mutes on, and keep playing, and the muted sound would never take place until you stopped playing long enough for the voices to stop. Then, the next note you play would be muted.
TruLegato - Inserted intervals will be placed between overlapped notes.
Developer's note: While I realize that using "true legato" technology and associated interval samples is the convention today, I do feel that it has inherent problems; the biggest being
that there is a noticeable latency involved. Therefore, Spotlight Strings was developed so that you could get better results by using the "Legato" feature rather than "TruLegato".
Legato - A lot of work has gone into this so as to avoid the inherent latency that is a problem using "true" legato technology. Without getting into depth here, suffice to say that very
deep programming has gone into Spotlight Strings' "Legato" to achieve to most realistic note transitions.
Purge - Since Spotlight Strings contains a very large sample count, it may be desirable to use just one soloist, etc. for example. Therefore, the ability to purge any of the soloists or the
ripieno groups has been provided here.
RapidFire - This feature will play "rapid" note repetitions following the note you play. It is designed to produce a very realistic repetition effect. RapidFire has 2 sub features:
1 - Note Type - Choose from 8th note, 8th note triplet, 16th note, and 16th note triplet.
2 - Repetition count. Choose from 2 to 8 repetitions.
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Playing Style
Choose the playing style by either clicking the small button to the left of the playing style name, or by using a keyswitch of your choice. All Playing Style selections are "toggle" switches
so you can conveniently turn them off or on at will.
Connect Bowing - If you choose Legato, Marcato, Tremolo or Trills from the Articulations setup, and then choose Connect Bowing here, repeated notes will have a more connected
sound between bow changes having much less of a gap. Also, this will make even non-repeated note a bit more fluid between note changes. Increase the "fluidness" of the connection
by using the "Connect Bowing" slider above. You should note that you can also use "Slur on Overlap" and "Staccato" along with "Connect Bowing".
L Hand Pos Shift* - When you want to simulate a player's left hand position shift to a higher or lower note. Unlike Portamento, this has a much less pronounced slide, and happens
much more quickly. The speed of the shift is controlled via velocity.
Portamento* - When you want a more deliberate slide to a target note than the sound of "L Hand Pos Shift" above. The speed of the portamento is controlled via velocity.
Slur on Overlap - If you have chosen Legato, Detaché, Marcato, Tremolo or Trills from the Articulations setup, then choosing "Slur on Overlap" will do exactly that: slur non-repeated
notes if you play the notes overlapped. You should note that you can also use "Connect Bowing" and "Staccato" along with "Slur on Overlap".
Jamboree* - Much like Portamento, except the slide will always be upward to the note, and is limited to about an interval of a 3rd. It's for use in bluegrass or country style playing. The
speed of the slide is controlled via velocity.
Staccato - If you choose Legato, Marcato, Tremolo or Trills from the Articulations setup, and then choose Staccato here, then the articulation will be shortened by the amount you set in
the "Stacc Length" slider above.
*L Hand Pos Shift, Portamento and Jamboree are selected by mouse or keyswitching. Once selected, Spotlight Strings detects the note you have already played, and then will engage
the feature on the next note played. Then after you play the next note, Spotlight Strings will automatically disengage the feature so that you can resume your playing.
It is not visible in the example above, but depending on your selection, a graphic musical representation will be displayed every time you change Articulation or Playing Style. They will
appear as follows:

Marcato

Tremolo

Trill

Legato

Legato, Detaché Marcato

Playing Style Playing Style Playing Style Playing Style Playing Style Connect Bowing Connect Bowing Connect Bowing Connect Bowing None
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Bowing

Bowing

Tremolo

Trill

Legato, Detaché Spiccato

Tremolo

Trill

Legato, Detaché Tremolo

Trill

Playing Style Slur

Playing Style Slur

Playing Style Slur

Playing Style Staccato

Playing Style Staccato

Playing Style Staccato

Playing Style None

Playing Style None

Playing Style None

Bowing
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The Players
Here is where you setup "the players".
At the click of the mouse or keyswitch, or graphic interface selection, you can instantly change which soloist(s) are playing, and how many (1 to 4). There are 3 ways of choosing your
players:
1 - Select/deselect the soloists by clicking the small button at the left of the soloist's name.
2 - Use a keyswitch of your choice.
3 - Click the actual soloist's head on the interface. This includes the Ripieno group - just click on the players in the background to select/deselect
As you select/deselect, your stage setup will reflect these changes, and show as "solo", "duet", "trio" or "quartet" (See The Stage for more information.). Additionally, if a player is not
currently playing, that player will become dark, and put his instrument down. With the Ripieno, when playing, the group will light up. When not, they become more "shadowed".
Also, you can give your soloists any name you choose by simply clicking on the existing name and typing in one of your choosing. In this example, the soloists, named from left to
right, are "Wolfgang", "Luis", "Maggie", and "Felix".
You'll notice small "mini spots" in front of 3 of the soloists. This is a convenience feature so as to let you know which soloist plays during each stage setup. For example, in the graphic
above, the soloist is Maggie (indicated by the large mini spot on the floor in front of her), the duet is Wolfgang and Maggie (indicated by the smaller double mini spots on the floor in
front of them), and the trio is Wolfgang, Luis and Maggie (indicated by the small triple mini spots on the floor in front of them). That means that Felix only plays when all 4 soloist play;
the Quartet. As you select/deselect your players, these mini spots will automatically assign themselves according to your selection.
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The Stage
Here is where you setup "the stage".
At the click of a mouse or keyswitch, you can instantly change your stage setup by choosing "solo", "duet", "trio" or "quartet". Additionally, you can add a "ripieno" group to any of
those; again at the click of the mouse, or a keyswitch. You'll notice that there is a small bracket connecting the Quartet to the Ripieno. This means that whenever you choose Quartet,
the Ripieno group will play as well. You can "disconnect" the Quartet from the Ripieno by simply clicking the bracket itself.
Whenever you choose more than 1 soloist, the players' start time on each note played will be slightly randomized so as to give you added realism and ensure that no 2 notes are
EXACTLY the same.
You'll notice small "mini spots" in front of 3 of the soloists. This is a convenience feature so as to let you know which soloist plays during each stage setup. For example, in the graphic
above, the soloist is Maggie (indicated by the large mini spot on the floor in front of her), the duet is Wolfgang and Maggie (indicated by the smaller double mini spots on the floor in
front of them), and the trio is Wolfgang, Luis and Maggie (indicated by the small triple mini spots on the floor in front of them). That means that Felix only plays when all 4 soloist play;
the Quartet. As you select/deselect your players, these mini spots will automatically assign themselves according to your selection.
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Vibrato
Perhaps the most useful feature of Spotlight Strings is the way you have control over the vibrato of the soloists.
Vibrato is broken into 3 different categories:
1 - Intensity
2 - Speed
3 - Fade-In Time
The clear advantage of this kind of control is that you can achieve very nice phrasings using vibrato without having to "ride" a modwheel of fader to control the vibrato. Of course, if
this is still your preference, you can certainly set the controls here to suit that need.
The 3 above parameters (Intensity, Speed, and Fade-In Time) can be controlled with their sliders, MIDI CC*, or velocity. If you choose velocity, then the settings you choose with the
sliders are modified by velocity. If you choose MIDI CC, then the slider's settings serve as the maximum amount when using the CC, and ONLY while CC control for intensity is
engaged. To change the CC number, click on the "CC" label to the right of the "Vib Intensity" slider, and a menu will appear enabling you to choose a MIDI CC for controlling vibrato.
*NOTE: In order to control vibrato speed and fade-in time using MIDI CC, you have to first engage MIDI CC for Vib Intensity.
Another great feature here is that once you find your "sweet spot", you can then choose to save it as a preset. By default, Spotlight comes with 7 factory presets, plus one "default"
setting. You can save up to 5 of your own presets for future use as well. Just click "Vibrato Presets", to access this feature.
There is a 3rd control for Vibrato Intensity called "CC Takeover". If you are not using MIDI CC or Velocity for Vib Intensity, you can use "CC Takover" to have your chosen MIDI CC
modify the vibrato intensity in real time. In the example above, the modwheel was chosen for the CC, and "CC Takeover" was selected. So the Vib Intensity is controlled by the Vib
Intensity slider whenever you play a note. Then if you wanted, for example, to change the vibrato intensity while you held the note, you would need to raise the modwheel enough to
match the amount of currently-playing vibrato intensity. At that point, the modwheel will "takeover" the vibrato intensity for the note being held.
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